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The Email Mastery Model
Most people have not been taught how to manage email effectively. As a
result, most of us struggle to keep up with the ever-increasing volumes of
incoming email and the demands and pressures it brings.
However, email overload is not so much a matter of volume as it is of process.
Some people are overloaded with as few as 20 emails per day while others
easily cope with 100 or more.
The key is knowing the strategies and skills to manage email effectively, to be
email ‘smart’ and, ultimately, to master your email, moving up the steps of the
Email Mastery Model below.
Looking at the e-Mastery Model below, where do you feel you sit right now?
And where would you like to be in the near future?
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Rule #3: Keep In-box Empty
The objective or task of checking your In-box is to empty or clear it completely
every time you go to it. It is not necessarily to answer or respond to all the
messages right then and there.
Do not allow the In-box to run your day. Unexpected (and mostly low priority)
email must not take precedence over the work you have planned and
prioritised for the day.

The Letterbox analogy
One of the biggest productivity problems with email is that
people read the same email message 2, 3, 5 or even 10
times BEFORE they take action on it! Even then, the
message is still often left in the In-box! (The same thing
happens with all the various bits of paper handled every
day).
The key to avoiding this problem and the huge amount of extra and
unnecessary handling of emails is to make it a rule to handle each message just
once before moving it on. This simple strategy will eliminate up to 80% of the
double-handling of each individual email message.

Handle each message only once
The key to handling each email message just once is to use the two minute rule
to simply to make a decision on the NEXT ACTION required to move the
message along. Ask yourself;
1.

What is the NEXT ACTION with this email?

2.

How long will that action take?

Your answer to these two questions will then determine which of the following
actions you should take to process each email message using the 4D
methodology.
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The Paradox of Choice

In 2000, psychologists Sheena Iyengar and Mark Lepper published a remarkable study. On
one day, shoppers at an upscale food market saw a display table with 24 varieties of gourmet
jam. Those who sampled the spreads received a coupon for $1 off any jam.
On another day, shoppers saw a similar table, except that only six varieties of the jam were
on display.
The large display attracted more interest than the small one. But when the time came to
purchase, people who saw the large display were one-tenth as likely to buy as people who
saw the small display.
In a similar way, we can be overwhelmed with choices when it comes to making a decision
about what to do with each email in a busy inbox. But it makes a huge difference when you
realise that there are only ever one of 4 decisions that need to be made for any given email.
This is where we should make use of Outlook’s Preview Pane to help us see enough
information to quickly make a decision for each email.
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Using the Preview Pane
No preview pane
This view allows you to see a long
list of your emails but there’s not
enough information in the
subject line to be able to identify
the next action that is required.
This view gives lots of distraction
and almost no focus on any one
message.

Right preview pane
This view allows you to see a
preview of the selected message
on the right-hand side of the
screen.
This is good, but the list of emails
on the left-hand side still gives
lots of distraction. Plus you can
now only sort by 1 or maybe 2
columns.

Bottom preview pane
This view is the best for being
productive. It allows high focus
on the selected message.
It also reduces the potential
distraction from a list of other
messages and allows you to sort
the list of emails by multiple
columns.
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The 4D Methodology
1. Ditch or Delete
If there is no action needed and you don’t need to keep
the message, simply delete it (eg: spam, ‘bacon’, grey
mail, jokes, information you don’t need to file or keep
for records purposes, etc)

2. Deal with it NOW (less than 2 mins)
If you can take the next action (a reply or forward,
update a document, schedule a meeting etc) in two
minutes or less, it’s quicker to do it now that the time it
takes to store the message, track it, retrieve it, read it,
get up to speed on it and then do it later.

3. Delegate
If the next action requires you to delegate the email, you can either
forward the message on to the appropriate person, print it and pass
it on, or add it to your Task list and then use the Assign a Task function
to send it to them (but still keep track of it on your own list).

4. Decide
If the next action requires that the email be relocated somewhere
more appropriate, you can do one of three things;
The word ‘decide’comes from the same family
of words that includes;







Insecticide
Pesticide
Infanticide
Suicide
Homicide
Genocide

And what is the meaning of this family or words?
They mean ’to kill off’ and this is something we need to do with email,
preferably the first time we look at each one. We need to make a decision
and ‘kill off’ the email at the inbox level, the first and only time we look at it.
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WHERE: If no further action is required but this is an email you must keep (ie: you
can’t delete it), you can file it in one of your email folders (eg: Client A,B,C; Subject
X,Y,Z; Project 1,2,3), just as you would file a piece of paper or document in a
physical filing cabinet/system.
Alternatively, you can file the email along with an existing Task, Appointment or
Contact that is already in your email software (eg: you can add a meeting agenda or
other relevant documents to a meeting appointment that is already set up in your
calendar).



WHEN: For emails that will take more than 2-5 minutes to process (ie: these are
actually tasks that have arrived via email), convert the email to a new
Appointment in the Calendar (ie: schedule when you are going to do the work that
has arrived via email). Doing this makes you ask yourself three questions:
1.
2.
3.

how long will this take? (improving your skill at estimating task length)
when do I have time in my schedule for this? (check your calendar for existing
commitments)
of the times available, which would be the best time for this task? (given all
the other workload and commitments I already have)

This mental process gives you much more control of the task – it now sits in the
Calendar and comes back to you at the appropriate time (proactive) rather than
sitting in the in-box passively waiting for you to stumble across it again (reactive).


WAIT: For those emails where you have to wait on someone or something else
before you can further action the email, add it to a Waitlist or Watchlist folder as
no further action is possible right now (right click on the message to add a
reminder if necessary).
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Does the 4D Method Really Work?
This process has been used many time by participants implementing these ideas during a
dedicated block of time as part of my training workshops and presentations. The results are
staggering - here are just a few snapshots of the progress participants have made using the
4D approach for the very first time!
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Converting an Email to a Task or Calendar item
When the NEXT ACTION for an email will take more than two minutes, it can
be converted to a Task or Calendar item.
In this way, you can take an incoming task (that usually arrives unexpectedly,
uninvited and often un-negotiated) and turn it into planned, prioritised work
to be done at a more appropriate time. As a result, you’ll work in a more
calendar-based, plan-driven and pro-active manner instead of an inbox-based,
interruption-driven and reactive way!

How to convert an email to a Task or Calendar item


Click on a message to select it.



Option 1 - Left click on the message and hold as you drag and drop the email
message on the Task or Calendar icon in the bottom left hand corner of the
screen, then release. A new window opens containing the content of the email
with the email subject line in the subject line of the new window. However, left
click ‘n drag does not take any email attachments. And it prompts you with a
date and time that are today and right now which is exactly when you are NOT
going to do this task. You then have to change the date and time but this can be
difficult as you can’t see the rest of your calendar. And then, when finished,
you’ll have to go back to the inbox and file or delete the email. That’s why it’s
better to use one of the other options below.



Option 2 - If the message has an attachment, right click, drag and drop to the
Task or Calendar icon, then release. A new pop up window appears so you can
select either Copy Here as Appointment with Attachment (leaving the original
in the in-box to then be moved to an appropriate folder) OR Move Here as
Appointment with Attachment (which moves it out of the inbox, saving the
need to go back and file or delete it. This applies for all version of Outlook except
2013 which keeps the original copy of the email in the inbox).



Option 3 - Use the shortcut keys (Ctrl + C) to copy the email and then go to your
Calendar where you can see your overall schedule. Choose and then double click
on your chosen date and time to open a new appointment and then paste (Ctrl
+ V) the message into the bottom window of the new appointment. Write a new
subject line for the appointment and make the first word an ‘active’ word such
as read, write, ring, review, prepare etc. When finished, go back to the inbox and
file or delete the email.
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Option 4 - Use the shortcut keys to copy (Ctrl + X) to cut the email and then go
to your Calendar where you can see your overall schedule. Choose and then
single click on your chosen date and time and then paste (Ctrl + V) the message.
This opens a new calendar appointment with an envelope icon in the bottom
window and automatically uses the email subject line as the subject line of the
new appointment. Click on the envelope icon and it opens the email with all its
attachments. When you click Save & Close, the email is removed from the inbox,
saving you having to file or delete it (doesn’t apply in Outlook 2013).



To ensure you stay in control of the task/calendar item:





Make sure the Subject line description is action-oriented (the first word
must be an adjective or ‘doing’ word) so that you don’t have to work this
out when you see it in your calendar in a few days. Eg; read, write, review,
prepare, ring etc. This makes it easier to know what to do (as you’ve
already worked it out) and makes it quicker to get started on the task.



Select an appropriate colour for this appointed task (under the Categorise
icon) – see more about using Categories and colours on page 36.



Establish the Priority (High, Medium or Low)



Add a Reminder if necessary. Think about the appropriate advance notice
you’ll need for a reminder. Some things only need a reminder at the time
you wish to attend to them, others might need 10 mins, 30 mins or even
more, if you need preparation or travel time.



Make the appointment Recurring if appropriate



Mark the appointment as Private is there are confidential details you wish
to keep from others who share access to your Calendar



You can also type any notes or memos for yourself in the appointment
window. This allows you to capture any thoughts you have on this subject
to ensure they are not forgotten and with no need to try remembering
them between now and the time of the appointment.

Click Save and Close.
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Converting to Task or Calendar: which is better?
When converting an email, you have a choice of moving it to your Task or
Calendar . . . but which would be best?
The problem with adding another item to your Task list is that it doesn’t
address the question of when you will do it! Most of us don’t have a problem
knowing what we need to get done; it’s deciding when we will do it that is the
struggle!

Show up versus Blow up!
Given that we have to make that decision sooner or later, it is better to decide
on the next action required as the work ‘shows up’ rather than waiting till
things are about to ‘blow up’ with a pending deadline or other crisis.
Take a little extra time to ask yourself ‘how long will
this take?’, and then look at your Calendar to see
‘when do I have time?’ and ‘when would be the
best time?’ for scheduling this task. Questions like
these help you to be much more realistic about the
amount of work you’re taking on, how long it will
take to complete and integrating it with what you
already have in your workload.

versus
Your Calendar will then quickly tell you when you are
overloaded and make it easier to then negotiate workload and
timeframes accordingly, instead of being overwhelmed and
falling behind.
So, it’s best to convert that email into your Calendar. It takes a
little extra time and thinking, but it gives you a far greater
sense of being well organised and in control.
And finally, research by Sally McGhee (who writes many of the
productivity tutorials for Microsoft) shows that people are 81%
more likely to accomplish a task that is in the Calendar compared with being
on a to-do lits. I’ve also seen a Linked In article saying its 82% more likely!
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The ‘CC’ Rule
If you receive a large volume of ‘cc’ email (most people report nearly one in three of all
messages are like this), you can set up a rule that automatically transfers these messages
to a specific ‘cc’ folder where they can be stored for review at a later and more
appropriate date and time. This is a better option than allowing these non-time critical
messages to interrupt you while you’re doing important work. By definition, ‘cc’ emails
should not require you to either take any action or respond to them (and they are
certainly not urgent), so they can wait till a more appropriate time for you to deal with
them – as often as you need to keep up with all these ‘background’ details.

How to create the ‘CC’ rule in Outlook 2003/07



















Open up your In-box
Select Tools from the menu bar at top of page and then click Rules & Alerts
Click the New tab
Go to the third sub-section called Start From a Blank Rule and click the Check
messages when they arrive option
Click the Next > button
Check the box beside where my name is in the Cc box from amongst choices in
upper window (Step 1: select conditions)
Click the Next > button
Check the box beside move it to the specified folder from amongst choices in
upper window (Step 1: select action).
In the rule description window (Step 2: ), click the underlined specified link the entire folder list will now be displayed
Click on Inbox to highlight it (so that the CC folder becomes a sub
folder of the In-box)
Click New button
Type CC Folder and click OK and then OK again
Click the Next > button
Check except if sent from people or distribution list if you wish to make any
exceptions (eg: if message is from the CEO, the priority is ‘high’ or the word
‘urgent’ is in the subject line)
Click the Next > button
In the Please specify a name for this rule, type CC Rule and then make sure the
Turn on this rule box is checked
Finally, double check the rule description window pane and then click Finish
and then OK.
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From now on, the rule will automatically process any ‘cc’ messages you receive and place
them in the ‘cc’ folder for you to review at a later time. The folder name will become bold,
and blue brackets will indicate the number of new unread messages that have arrived.

How to create the ‘CC’ rule in Outlook 2010/13/16
















Select Home from the menu bar across top of screen
In the ribbon below the menu bar select Rules from the Move group and then
Create Rule from the drop down menu
In the Create Rule window, click the Advanced Options button in bottom right
hand corner
Check the box beside where my name is in the Cc box from amongst choices in
upper window (Step 1: select conditions)
Click the Next > button
Check the box beside move it to the specified folder from amongst choices in
upper window (Step 1: select action).
In the rule description window (Step 2:), click the underlined specified link - the
entire folder list will now be displayed.
Click on Inbox to highlight it (so that the cc folder becomes a sub folder of the
In-box)
Click New button
Type CC Folder and click OK and then OK again
Click the Next > button
Check except if sent from people or distribution list if you wish to make any
exceptions (eg: if message is from the CEO, the priority is ‘high’ or the word
‘urgent’ is in the subject line)
Click the Next > button
In the Please specify a name for this rule, type CC Rule and then make sure the
Turn on this rule box is checked
Finally, double check the rule description window pane and then click Finish and
then OK.

You might use this rule for a short time until others learn to NOT use ‘cc’ when they
actually require you to take an action or respond. However, don’t leave it too long or you
will clutter up their in-boxes with lots of automatic replies, which they will not appreciate!
Alternatively, you could simply add a message to your auto-signature;
Please note: I have created a rule that automatically re-directs messages I have
received as CC to a CC folder which I will get to later – if you require any action or a
prompt response from me, please contact me directly.
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How to filter cc messages in the inbox
If you receive a lot of cc messages in your inbox, it can help to be able to distinguish these
from messages which are addressed specifically to you. In most cases, the ‘cc’ message will
be a lower priority for you and don’t require an action or reply. So, here’s two ways you can
identify the cc messages in the inbox.

Method #1:
The best method is to use the Group by function. This groups all you cc message together
separately from those addressed directly to you. Here’s how to set this up.
1.

Select the View tab across top of screen

2.

Select the View Settings button in the Current View group on the ribbon

3.

Select the Group by button
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4.

In the Group items by box, scroll down and select the Cc option

5.

Click Ascending or Descending for the sort order of the group headings. This places CC
message above or below your other messages
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6.

To display the ‘cc’ field that you are grouping items by, select the Show field in
view check box

7.

Click OK and OK
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Method #2:
The second method is to set up what Outlook calls ‘conditioning formatting’ so these ‘cc’
messages appear in a different style, type, size and/or coloured font. Given that these are a
lower priority, I suggest making these messages less obvious by using a duller coloured and
italicised font.
This video shows you the process for setting up conditional formatting. It follows the same
process as shown in steps 1 to 4 below and then follow these instructions in this document
from step 5 onwards - https://goo.gl/xcSD9g
4.

Select the View tab across top of screen

5.

Select the View Settings button in the Current View group on the ribbon

6.

Select the Conditional Formatting button
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7.

Select the Add button

8.

In the Name text box, type “cc messages”

9.

Select the Font button
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10. Choose your preferred font, style, size and colour and then click OK.
Choose a duller rather than brighter colour as these messages are a
lower priority for you – I suggest a grey colour in italic text

11. Select the Condition button

12. Tick the box beside ‘Where I am:’ and select ‘on the cc line with
other people’ from the drop-down menu



13. Click OK, OK and OK
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Appendices
Appendix #1 - The 7 Critical Impacts of Information & E-mail
Overload
One of the biggest issues facing organisations and their staff in the modern
age are the increasing complaints about ‘loss of productivity’, ‘being
overwhelmed’, feeling ‘stressed’ and even staff ‘burnout’ as a result of
information and e-mail ‘overload’.
As an Intel research report states, “The combination of e–mail overload
and interruptions is widely recognized as a major disrupter of employee
productivity and quality of life, yet few organisations take serious action
against it”.
Almost every organisation employing knowledge workers has been greatly
impacted by Information Overload, defined as the mental state of
continuous stress and distraction caused by incessant interruptions and the
sheer volume of e-mail and other messages.
The Intel report continues “this phenomenon places
workers and managers in a chronic state of mental
overload. It has a severe but much under-estimated
impact on employee productivity and worklife balance,
while organisations incur the ‘hidden’ cost of extensive
financial loss. “
The impact is so severe that addressing this issue should
be a high priority. Not only will solving this problem
have a positive and immediate impact on individual
productivity, performance and morale, it will also help
those organisations who take prompt action to gain a
significant competitive advantage.
This special report provides compelling information and
statistics to show that taking action should be a high priority. Our aim is to
provide decision-makers with the background data and a motivation to
persuade their organisations to take such action.
To get a free copy of this report, register at www.emailtiger.com.au.
After registering, you'll receive a link to download the report or downlaod
direct at http://emailtiger.squarespace.com/email-mastery-appendices
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Appendix #2 – The 4D Methodology
Download this tip sheet at http://emailtiger.squarespace.com/email-mastery-appendices
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The e-Mastery Productivity Intensive is available via flexible formats – training workshops, 1:1 coaching, series of webinars,
an on-line course or any combination of these. Contact us ow to discuss a package that works best for you and your people.
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e-Mastery – Email Productivity Intensive
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Notes:
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